It’s More Than
A Payment Solution.
It’s A Profit Solution.

INTEGRATED APPLICATIONS

Microsoft AX

CenPOS delivers the most secure and comprehensive cloud-based payment solutions
in the marketplace. CenPOS is built to work with and around your business needs.
CenPOS Enterprise for Microsoft AX is customized to streamline payment acceptance
through a variety of payment types; provide a better customer experience for the
consumer; and generate maximum revenue with every transaction processed, all
while eliminating fraud and human error. Simply put, our integrated payment solution
delivers an end-to-end seamless payment experience, enabling you to sell more
products and services to more customers with less friction, less cost and less risk,
allowing you to focus on growing your business. CenPOS operates in complete
concert with your current banking relationships and increases profits with the most
reliable performance for every transaction. No need to jump through hoops. CenPOS
delivers seamless integration.
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CenPOS + Microsoft AX payment modules

The Integration Advantage
Unmatched Security

Sensitive card data is never transmitted nor stored within your systems,
which means your customers’ secure data won’t be compromised. Fully
compliant and certified with PCI Data Security Standards, you can avoid
costly network segmentation and lower attestation costs with CenPOS’s
validated Point-to-Point Encryption technology. Giving your customers that
feeling of security cannot be replaced.

Mitigate Fraud on Your Terms

The EMV certified solution, coupled with real-time AVS and CVV
verification, gives you full control of risk mitigation. Decide the risk
level you’re comfortable with and CenPOS implements it with flawless
precision. CenPOS’s powerful consumer authentication service mitigates
unnecessary fraudulent chargebacks. Your solution will automatically
accept or decline charges based on the parameters you set. People make
mistakes, CenPOS does not.

Zero Disruption of Banking Relationships

CenPOS is an agnostic payment engine that works with any bank, vendor
or partner. We understand how important existing relationships are so
we would never ask you to terminate or alter the beneficial agreements
you’ve worked so hard to establish. Integrate easily and strengthen the
relationships you have worked to establish.

Tokenize Customer Data for
Easy and Flexible Customer Billing

CenPOS converts payment data into a secure token, which is then
stored in your Microsoft AX ERP for the safe and convenient repeat sales
of regular customers. Create electronic authorization forms in a fully
compliant manner for stored customer credentials, which further reduces
your PCI burden. Customers will appreciate the ease and security of the
transaction, and will remember it next time.

Reduce Your Cost of Payment Acceptance

Every transaction is intelligently routed for maximum time and cost
efficiency. With CenPOS Enterprise for Microsoft AX, those unmanageable
interchange costs are suddenly very manageable.

Lower Your Cost Per Transaction

In “Pick and Ship”, back orders, and ‘received on account’ transactions,
the authorization amount and settlement amount often don’t match. This
leads to downgraded, expensive transactions and costly backtracking.
CenPOS Force Management solves this problem by working behind the
scenes to perform a partial authorization release at the time of settlement,
thus ensuring a properly qualified transaction. This results in lower costs
without changing the user experience.

Increased Operational Efficiencies

All transactions are posted within the appropriate general ledger in
Microsoft AX in real time, thus eliminating lengthy and costly reconciliation
processes. Error recovery processes mitigate double posting mistakes
and improves the payment collection process. This all adds up to more
time to grow your business.

Grow Revenue Across All Channels

Customers shop across all channels that are easily accessed by
CenPOS. Whether providing fully EMV-card compliant face-to-face
chip card transactions, pushing invoices to consumer devices, enabling
an Apple-like mobile POS experience, or an Amazon-like e-Commerce
experience—CenPOS give you the power to offer services that yur
customers expect. No matter how your customer shops, purchases in one
channel update other channels automatically to ensure that every penny
is collected- nothing more and nothing less. Following the purchase,
consumers receive printed or emailed receipts, giving them peace of mind
and higher probability of repeat business.

All Tender Types Fully Integrated

Visa, MasterCard, Discover, American Express, ACH, Cash, E-check and
Alternative Payments
CenPOS enables you to provide your customers with a complete
frictionless payment experience allowing them to pay however they want to
pay, from wherever they want to pay and from where ever they want pay.

CenPOS enables you to provide your customers with a complete frictionless payment experience
allowing the end-consumer to pay however they want to pay, from wherever they want to pay.

Call 1.877.630.7960
or visit CenPOS.com
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CENPOS IS TAKING YOUR DIGITAL ENABLEMENT TO NEW HEIGHTS

